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-

Title: Mexico Brazil Argentina Colombia Jewels in the Latin American crown events
Magazine: Conference + Meeting World
Type of release: printed
Country: United Kingdom
Publication date: 2008

International Business Center and Exhibition, Corferias

This article includes Bogota as a destination for major events along with Brazil, Mexico and
Argentina. This cosmopolitan city has international airports, luxury hotels, major roads, public
areas for recreation and entertainment, which makes it a first-class destination for the
realization of events. Additionally, this South American city holds several titles that has earned
thanks to its great social investment, and it is home to 20 major international fairs, including the
International Book Fair.

Download the article (594 KB)

Colombia calling
-

Title: Colombia calling
Magazine: Grazia
Type of release: printed
Country: United Kingdom
Publication date: 2008

Cartagena, Colombia
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Colombia is buzzing in the international press according to this English newspaper, which
promotes Colombia as the Weeks’s hot spot, specifically Cartagena, home to the film version of
the famous novel “Love in the Times of Cholera”, of the recognized Colombian writer Gabriel
García Márquez.

Download the article (487 KB)

Colombia on a Natural High
-

Title: Colombia on a Natural High
Newspaper: Guardian.co.uk
Type of release: on line
Country: United Kingdom
Author: Nick Easen
Publication Date: 2008

Colombia on a Natural High

A small hotel called “Playa Koralia” (Koralia Beach) is the main theme of this article that
highlights the beauty, tranquillity and isolation of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta as location
for relaxation and tourism. Along with this small shrine to tranquillity, this article appoints other
eco lodges located in the different regions of Colombia.

Read the article

The gift of the Gabo
-

Article title: The gift of the Gabo
Magazine:Travel Metro
Type of magazine: printed
Country: United Kingdom
Author: James Ellis
Date of publication: 2008
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The gift of the Gabo

In its first part of his adventure in the Caribbean, James Ellis went to the historic city of
Cartagena, where he found not a single statue in homage of Gabo (García Marquez), but he
found out that all the natives have a story to tell about him. The whole city is his monument.

Download the article (694 KB)

Inside Colombia
-

Title:Inside Colombia
Magazine: The Guardian
Type of release: Printed
Country:United Kingdom
Author: Rory Carroll
Publication date: 2007

Inside Colombia

A special report on Colombia, a nation that has reborn in the eyes of the world. From a place to
invest in, to do business or just to visit and relax, Colombia has become a destination to go. In
the words of the current president of Colombia interviewed in this report: "We have advanced a
lot.” As a conclusion of this wonderful article, Colombia is a country to explore.

Download the article (1.19 MB)
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Title: Top Ten Beaches of the World (Las 10 mejores playas del mundo)
Newspaper: The Guardian /li>
Type of release: on line
Country:United Kingdom
Author: Gavin McOwan
Publication date: 2007

Top Ten Beaches of the World

Among beaches such as the ones in the Philippines, Thailand and Australia, this article places
the Beaches of The Tairona National Park as one of the 10 best beaches in the world. The
author stresses the rawness and wilderness in which the beaches are maintained, thanks to its
national park status.

Read the article
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